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The Supuhee Meteorite: Assimilation and Transformation with Indigo
Martin Horejsi

The Supuhee, India Chondrite fell to earth in the form of six individual stones back in 1865. Several of
those stones landed on an indigo factory but unlike post-industrial revolution factory to follow, the indigo
factory was where dyes were made and fabric was dyed.

With 80% of this stone still intact, the sharp contrast between the interior and
fresh crusted surface of a meteorite is obvious.

 

Indigo dye begins with the leaves of the indigo plant. The leaves are steeped in warm water until the
indican, or blue color, is released. Then soda is added raising the pH. Add a little oxygen to the mix by
aggressive string, and you have a beautiful precipitate settling to the bottom of your vat. Here are a couple
pictures of what the indigo factory might have looked like.

 

http://www.meteorite-times.com
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An image from an old postcard shows an Indian Indigo Factory in the
1800s.

Imagine tossing golf balls at the factory from a distance. In addition to the astronomically small odds of
meteorites falling, add the danger of losing them into a vat of warm dye given that the factory is mostly vats
of warm dye.

 

From this perspective the stone of Supuhee looks almost perfect. Centered is the
Catalogue Museum number from the British Museum of Natural History. Given the
British rule of India at the time of the fall, I suspect that this label is almost as old as
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the meteorite, some 152 years.

 

When the dust settled, a total of six individuals were recovered, with only five of them making it into
collections. Of the five, three were smaller stones and they were the ones that fell on the Bubuowly Indigo
Factory.

 

The Catalogue of Meteorites lists a specimen in their collection as number 41050, a 55g nearly complete
stone and one that was part of the trio of “hammers” that landed on (in?) the Bubuowly Indigo Factory.
Today, that stone is nine grams lighter and no longer in the British collection. For the moment it is in my
collection.

 

http://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/march/ad_uo0m9zjc.jpg


The cut and polished face of Supuhee shows the beautiful breccia with clasts large
and small. Shock veins, metal flake, vague chondrules, and a large inclusion in the
upper left. So much going on!

 

This 80% individual is a fully crusted oval specimen with one section removed providing a wonderful
window into a very busy H6 chondrite. The brecciated matrix is lightly similar to Peekskill, another H6
breccia that fell 127 years after Supuhee.
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41050. Perhaps a century and a half ago, someone sat at an oak desk with
feather pen, ink jar and magnifying glass. Carefully and perfectly, the numbers
were printed by hand on paper. Then the small oval was cut out and glued onto
a very special meteorite. The number was an entry taken from a leatherbound
book cataloguing the meteorite collection of the British Museum of Natural
History. The world kept in order.

 

William Dalrymple wrote in his 2012 book White Mughals: Love and Betrayal in Eighteenth-Century India

“India has always had a strange way with her conquerors. In defeat, she beckons them in, then slowly
seduces, assimilates and transforms them.”

I believe the same can be said about Indian meteorites. From Shergotty, to Goalpara. From Haraiya to
Kendrapara, the meteorites of India transform collectors and collections.

Until next time….

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0084WT1SI/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
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Tucson Gem Show 2017
James Tobin

Most years I write something about the meteorite aspect of the Tucson Gem and Mineral Show. And it is
that time again. Paul Harris and I went to the show with different goals and at a different time frame. We
drove this year since we had the time and it is now more convenient to drive since Paul moved from the
Los Angeles area. I drove to his house past more snow than I have seen in Southern California in my
lifetime. Since he moved, we no longer have our lunch meeting every other Tuesday. We had stored up
some new stories to tell and had lots of business things to discuss on the ride to Tucson. Driving meant that
we could bring back all the things we usually have to ship. I could get things that I needed for lapidary work
and as many rocks as I wanted.

We had almost nothing on our list to buy for the business, and we went for the first three days the show
was running. We had a lot of work to do even if we were not buying much. And I always have my eye out
for something nice I may see for my collection. I took no list this year either. I had just one thing for sure I
wanted if I saw it and that was a nice representative piece of Aiquile the Bolivian meteorite fall of November
20, 2016. As of this writing it has not received an official name or classification but was a huge event, and
the meteorites are beautiful black treasures. I found a piece at the first dealer room we popped into. The
price was reasonable too for such a fresh fall. It was a bubbly fusion crusted half stone. Five minutes into
the show and my mental wish list is complete. I would find a few more meteorites before we left town.

We made the rounds to the people we needed to see and did the work we had to do. We had arranged to
buy a slice of Jonzac with the intent of breaking it into smaller pieces that were affordable but still nice size,
not crumbs. That has been done now so here is a crass advertising plug. The Jonzac is listed in our catalog
at https://www.meteorites-for-sale.com/jonzac-meteorite.html. I normally never promote in my article but
Jonzac is such a historical meteorite, and it rarely shows up for sale, especially in pieces that do not kill the
budget.
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We ran into Al Lang and had a great visit with him over at the 22nd Street show. If you did not make it there
this year be sure to stop in next year. Geoff Notkin’s Aerolite Meteorites is there as well. I found a few
things at Al Lang’s booth. And the business got a few things too. He brought some meteorites he had been
holding for 30 years, and some were real beauties. The business got some Vaca Muerta mesosiderite. I
would have just a little work to do on those to freshen up the cut surfaces and polish them. We got some
beautiful Nuevo Mercurio stones too. Many of these were oriented specimens. I cherry picked out a couple
for myself of the Nuevo Mercurio and a 109-gram piece of Vaca Muerta.

http://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/march/Jonzac.jpg
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Beth Carrillo and Molly Phoenix were working the booth of Aerolite Meteorites, and we had a great chat with
them. We would not run into Geoff this year which was unfortunate. But he is always busy working, and we
have been most fortunate to have spent time with him the two previous shows. I found a slice of Clarendon
(c) L4 from Texas. It is the largest chondrite found in Texas and Aerolite has some beautifully prepared
slices. We would get back to 22nd Street just long enough a couple of days later to say goodbye before
heading home.

As the show progressed, I could see a pattern emerging. I was buying mostly witnessed falls. The
exceptions were an endpiece of Twannberg an IIG iron from Switzerland, a slice of Waltman L4, and a slice
of Sandy Creek L5. Twannberg was around town in several rooms. I chose to buy it from Ann Black for just
a little more per gram because each of her offerings was individually tested, certified, and numbered. The
Twannberg meteorite is found in an area that has considerable other metal being detected out along with
the meteorite. Since the piece I would buy was going to be small I wanted the assurance that it was an
actual meteorite and not a rusted manmade fragment of metal. I do not usually worry about such things. I
can tell a meteorite from a meteor-wrong pretty readily, but an iron meteorite from a rusted piece of iron of
just 2-3 grams both with the same corrosion history maybe not. And my specimen had been beautifully
cleaned and the cut face perfectly polished. As a hexahedrite, it was not going to have a pattern even if
etched, so I was a little safer.

I also found some unclassified meteorites from my favorite dealer of that material. This year I got a very
nice 1439 gram meteorite that was mostly fusion crusted. It has some exposed shock veins one exhibiting

http://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/march/Vaca-Muerta.jpg


slickensides. It is not the freshest meteorite I have ever bought, but it is neat. There are also melted
chondrules showing on the surface as blacker areas in the brown fusion crust. Some of these chondrules
are 8-10 mm in diameter. I will likely never cut this meteorite though there is a broken surface where I could
take off a clean-up slice.

I also found a 338 gram unclassified that had old fusion crust on one side and a desert varnished surface
everywhere else. There is a broken end on it too. I may slice it clean soon to see what treasures are
inside.

http://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/march/1439.jpg


As for the falls I found, there was a 6-gram slice of New Orleans, a 6.3-gram slice of Tjerebon, a 2.55-gram
slice of Pillistfer a fall that had been on my short list for some time. Bells is a C2-ung. Carbonaceous that
fell on September 9th, 1961 with a very small amount recovered. Just around 375 grams at most in 7
stones was found. Since it is a C2 and very light my .028 gram fragment is visually a pretty nice size. That
was one of those cases where there is not going to be anything bigger coming around so don’t bother
waiting.

http://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/march/338.jpg


http://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/march/new-orleans.jpg


Still a sucker for Chelyabinsk I found a few pieces I could not pass up. The half stone is shown below with
the remarkable bubbly fusion crust and flowing ridges of melted material. It really got my attention. It was in
the lowest price tray too because it was broken I guess. But it a remarkable specimen to me, even
incomplete. I got one other complete stone with fantastic shape, and a slice almost totally melt. It has a
wonderful texture of light and dark gray melt surrounding small round and oval areas of chondritic material.

http://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/march/Bells.jpg


And the falls continued through the three days we were there. I found a piece of Creston the most recent fall
in California that I was unable to go and hunt. But my specimen is a part of the Hammer Stone found by Rob
Ward. It has no fusion crust, but it does have a nice big patch of slickensides. About an hour after finding
the Creston I came upon a piece of Osceola in KD Meteorites’ suite. A big surprise, another very recent fall

http://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/march/bubbly-chely.jpg
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with low recovered weight. It was a part slice of .567 grams with fusion crust on half of the specimen.

http://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/march/ceston.jpg


My collecting has slowed down over the last couple years. I have bought nearly nothing during the time
between gem shows. Just three or four meteorites all the rest of the year. But I did find nice ones in Tucson
this year.

I was given a few gift pieces too which was nice. I was admiring the natural round chalcedony spheres that
Pani had in his room, and he graciously gave me three. I bought some neat, fresh unclassified meteorites
that I will have so much fun with from him too. Always a great visit with him. Later on, a friend gave me a
piece of something very historic and significant from Meteor Crater. It might not mean much to most other
people, but I will treasure it. I found one more very bluish moldavite that stood out strongly in a tray of
normals and bought it.

We headed home after three very busy days of both work and play. Going early was different and
enjoyable. We did not see everyone but, we did after several years finally see some friends for dinner we
had missed four years in a row. The snow was mostly gone at Paul’s house when we got back. I drove to
LA the next morning, still a little tired but with some great new treasures to enjoy, photograph, cut and thin
section. Good stuff to keep me busy and out of trouble for another year.

http://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/march/osceola.jpg
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MarsFest 2017
Robert Verish

 – Hosted by NASA & SETI Institute at the Furness Creek – Death Valley National Park, Visitors
Center

 

http://www.meteorite-times.com
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Recently I was given an invite to be a presenter/volunteer at the SETI Institute’s “MarsFest 2017” program,
and to man a public outreach booth displaying my Mojave Desert meteorites. There was a last minute
opening when Dr. Peter Jenniskins (NASA-SETI) was unable to attend. At first there was very little in the
way of promotion for this event online (other than prior years information pages), but eventually a Program
Schedule was placed on the SETI Institute website.

Since “a picture is worth a thousand words”, I will save space here and direct the reader to here, the
Program Schedule. [1]

While conducting public outreach and answering in-person questions about meteorites, I have to admit that
I took great pleasure in asking people (especially kids) if they would like to hold a rock from Mars, and then
watch their reaction. Without fail, the very first question would always be, “How do you know that it is from
Mars?” Suffice to say, I found myself taking a great deal about Martian atmospheric gases and Viking
Landers. And if you are not sure of the correct answer, now would be a good time to Google How do we
know Martian meteorites are pieces from Mars?, and to revisit that IMCA website about “Martian
meteorites“. [2]

No amount of words can convey the various reactions that I obsesrved from the visitors attending the
MarsFest, as they viewed the displays and got to handle actual meteorites. It was a good thing that wife
and I took so many images, because indeed, “a picture is worth a thousand words”.

And with that same thought in mind, here are our pictures from this event:

************************** Gallery of Images ***************************

We entered the National Park from the southeast by way of Shoshone and Death Valley Junction.

http://www.seti.org/marsfest-2017
http://www.seti.org/seti-institute/Marsfest_2017_Program_Schedule
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http://www.imca.cc/mars/martian-meteorites.htm
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We had a spot reserved for us at the Texas Springs Campground and our Park fees were gratis.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest01b.jpg


The MarsFest has been held at the Furness Creek Visitor Center and supported by the NPS rangers for the
past several years.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest002.jpg


This was the high temperature on Friday, but on Saturday & Sunday it was 15 degrees higher.

An image of some of the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest003.jpg
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>

Organizers for MarsFest: David Blacker (D.V. Nat. Hist. Assoc.), Rosalba Bonaccorsi (SETI – NASA Ames),
keynote speaker Penny Boston (NASA Astrobiology Inst.), two presenters from Mars Society San
Francisco, and Mike Reynolds (NPS).

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest005c.jpg


The keynote speaker for Saturday was the renowned NASA Ames Research Center (ARC) scientist, Dr.
Christopher McKay.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest005.jpg


Dr. McKay stressed the importance of protecting Earth and its nearby environment.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest005b.jpg


An image of some of the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest005d.jpg


An image of Monika Waiblinger viewing the Sun through a red filter.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest005m.jpg


Volunteers from NASA-ARC assisting David Blacker (D.V. Nat. Hist. Assoc.) at one of the “MarsFest 2017”
exhibits.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest021.jpg


University graduates (working for NASA-ARC) volunteer for public outreach at one of the “MarsFest 2017”
exhibits.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest021a.jpg


Public outreach volunteers from NASA-ARC exhibiting the “minION” real-time DNA/RNA sequencer.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest022.jpg
http://technabob.com/blog/2012/02/22/minion-usb-dna-sequence/


As opposed to waiting for return samples captured in aerogel, samples have their genome sequenced in
realtime with “minION” technology immediately after vaporizing upon impact.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest022a.jpg


Three mineral specimens containing colonies of bacteria. The “minION” can sequence their genome in the
field.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest022b.jpg
https://nanoporetech.com/products/minion


Monika Waiblinger describing how she found Sutter’s Mill #12 while a volunteer member of the “Search
Team”.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest023.jpg


A public outreach volunteer from the Mars Society (San Francisco) with test rovers used at the MDRS,
Hanksville Utah desert.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest024.jpg
http://mdrs.marssociety.org/


An image of one of the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits. NPS Ranger Mathew Lamar asks visitors to examine
pairs of photos and guess which one was taken on Mars and which one is the Death Valley analog.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest025.jpg


NASA Education & Public Outreach (EPO) experts, Lora Bleacher (NASA-GSFC) and Andrea Jones
(PSI/NASA-GSFC). While working at ASU, Lora was the classifier for the Sacramento Wash meteorites.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest026.jpg


Michael Malaska and coworker from the SETI Institute demonstrating the ASD Inc. FieldSpec 4 at one of
the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest027.jpg


Kids are encouraged to be very “hands-on” at many of the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest027a.jpg


Curious youngster is shown the spectrum of the three “colored lights” that was mixed in the test unit at one
of the SETI Institute “MarsFest 2017” exhibits.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest027b.jpg


An image of the ASD Inc. FieldSpec 4 High Resolution Spectroradiometer in action.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest027c.jpg
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Spectra of the rock on the monitor for the FieldSpec 4 show an enrichment of specific rare earth elements
(Dysprosium).

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest027d.jpg


NASA’s plans for Mars in the year 2020.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest028.jpg


Mars Society displays technological improvements withnext generation of tires for martian rovers at one of
the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest028a.jpg


More “hands-on” for kids at one of the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits. These are not toys, but actual engineering
models.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest028b.jpg


Child runs her hand over the roughened exterior of a test-tire that has traveled 150km in the field at a test-
site. (Displayed at one of the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits.)

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest028c.jpg


The “Icebreaker Mission” display; one of the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits.

The “Icebreaker Mission” display; one of the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest031.jpg
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The “Icebreaker Mission” display; one of the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest033.jpg
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The “Icebreaker Mission” display; one of the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits.

NPS Ranger Michael Holmes describing the Mars-analogous rocks and terrain in the Death Valley at one of
the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest052.jpg


Another image of the Mars Society display, one of the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest062.jpg


Moni making a new friend, a visitor to Death Valley from Florida in front of our Los Angeles Mars-rock
display; one of the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest072.jpg


Myself answering questions about meteorites during our public outreach.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest073.jpg


The author explaining to a family visiting from Bulgaria “how we know that the Los Angeles meteorite came
from Mars”.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest074.jpg


“I’M ACTUALLY HOLDING A ROCK FROM MARS!”

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest-happy.jpg


Programs for Children: Kids Corner with Rosalba Bonaccorsi (SETI Institute / NASA Ames Reserch Center).

Rosalba showing the kids how to crush a sample in a mortar & pestle and then to size-sort the specimen
with the use of screens.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest082.jpg
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This particular Dinolite handheld microscope, courtesy of Jessica Snyder (of MIT), was used with the
Children’s Programs.

It was also used by me to show close-up details of my meteorites. See here for example images of my “Los
Angeles” Mars-rock meteorite.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest084.jpg
http://www.microscope.com/digital-microscopes/dino-lite/
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This Dinolite handheld microscope is so intuitive even a child can use it.

And here is what the child sees. These are the mineral grains that were ground with the mortar and pestle.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest085.jpg
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http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest092.jpg


Here I am explaining to Rosalba how we know that the Mars-rock she is holding actually came from Mars.
Here is a Dinolite handheld microscope image of the bubbles that contained the Martian atmosphere within
this Los Angeles meteorite.

An image of some of the “MarsFest 2017” exhibits. This was a 2-day event over the March 10-11-12th
weekend

This image was taken as we were departing the MarsFest. On that day the temperature peaked at 107°F.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/mars-rock_bubbles.jpg
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A view of a famous vista within Death Valley National Park known as “Zabriskie Point”.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest634.jpg


Moni feels as if she has been teleported to the surface of Mars.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest712.jpg


A very martian-looking landscape.

An analog landscape.

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest824.jpg
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MarsFest 2017 was a success because that weekend there were hundreds of visitors to Death Valley that
came through the Visitors Center and stopped by our exhibits. I am told that if you want to avoid the
crowds, you should plan to visit DVNP in early November.

We are looking forward to attending next year’s “MarsFest 2018”!
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(This website has links to a Photo Gallery for MarsFest 2016

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2017/seti/201703MarsFest-last.jpg
http://www.seti.org/seti-institute/Marsfest_2017_Program_Schedule
http://www.imca.cc/mars/martian-meteorites.htm
http://www.seti.org/marsfest-2017


MarsFest 2017 Organizing Committee:

David Blacker, Death Valley Natural History Association

Rosalba Bonaccorsi, SETI Institute Carl Sagan Center/NASA Ames Research Center

Lora Bleacher, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Andrea Jones, Planetary Science Institute/ NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

My previous Bob’s Findings can be found *HERE*

If you would like more information, then “Click” HERE.

 

bolidechaser at yahoo-dot-com

 

http://www.meteorite-times.com/category/bobs-findings/
http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/Bobs_Findings_Index.htm
http://www.meteorite-recovery.com/
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NWA 2724 Eucrite
John Kashuba

The assembly of polymict eucrites is neither gentle nor precise. It involves magma, impact excavation and
cycles of rock crushing, mixing, lithification and more crushing. Drs. Wittke and Bunch tell us that NWA
2724 contains both subophitic and cumulate textured rock and is therefore polymict. Here is a thin section
that shows this nicely.

The top left quarter features the prominent plagioclase needles of the subophitic lithology. On the bottom
edge toward the right and also rounding the bottom right corner are small clasts of cumulate rock. In between
is pulverized rock from both lithologies. Much of this pulverized material had been lithified and broken again
into clasts that were reassembled and lithified into the meteorite we have here. The brown rust stains are
limited in extent indicating little terrestrial weathering. NWA 2724 eucrite thin section in PPL (plane polarized
light) above and in XPL (cross-polarized light) below. Sample is about 25mm long.

 

http://www.meteorite-times.com
http://www.meteorite-times.com/micro-visions/nwa-2724-eucrite/
http://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/march/1 App1765.jpg@1200MP1000.jpg


NWA 2724 eucrite thin section in XPL. Sample is about 25mm long.
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Ophitic and subophitic are rock textures where laths of plagioclase are surrounded (more or less) by
pyroxene. Above and below, the plagioclase stands out simply by shape. In XPL, below, plagioclase’s tell-
tale twinning appears as dark lines or as dark/light areas, usually longitudinally, in the long white, gray, black
crystals. NWA 2724 eucrite thin section in plane polarized light. FOV=3.1mm.
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NWA 2724 eucrite thin section in XPL. FOV=3.1mm.
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Looking closer, we still see the light colored needles of plagioclase among the pyroxene. In XPL, below, the
dark line runs along the length of each of the two parallel laths. In both PPL and XPL we see the fine
exsolution lamellae in the pyroxene running SSW to NNE. NWA 2724 eucrite thin section in PPL.
FOV=0.3mm.
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NWA 2724 eucrite thin section in XPL. FOV=0.3mm.
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Cumulate rock consists of mineral grains that crystallized, settled and aCUMULATEd from a magmatic melt.
These pyroxene grains have little other material between them. Sometimes the settling will result in crystals
assuming a preferred alignment but none is apparent here. Mineral grains in this clast show the effects of
shock on their crystal lattice as patches of darkness and squared-off areas of darkening – undulatory
extinction and mosaicism – in the XPL view below. When the section is rotated relative to the polarizing
filters these effects are animated and hence more prominent. In XPL we see evidence of twinning in the
pyroxene in the color banding within individual crystals. NWA 2724 eucrite thin section in PPL. FOV=3.1mm.
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NWA 2724 eucrite thin section in XPL. FOV=3.1mm.
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Clasts of formerly pulverized rock packed up against the subophitic clast at top left and each other. Some
clasts are made of very fine mineral grains. Note the small subophitic clast within a clast – far left center.
NWA 2724 eucrite thin section in partially cross-polarized light. FOV=8mm.
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Clasts separated by black impact shock melt. NWA 2724 eucrite thin section in partially cross-polarized light.
FOV=9mm.
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Angular clasts. Minor rust halos. NWA 2724 eucrite thin section in partially cross-polarized light.
FOV=4.4mm.
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Norm’s Tektite Teasers:  A messenger from a cometary aerial burst fireball! 

By Norm Lehrman (www.TektiteSource.com) 

How can one follow the last 
issue story that explains the 
greatest tektite mystery of 
all time? If you missed it, 
check the archives.  I am 
now satisfied that the 
Indoaustralian tektite event 
consisted of a large cluster 
of aerial bursts with no deep 
crater formation anywhere! 

 This month’s Tektite Teaser 
fits nicely into the heart of 
an aerial burst fireball. 

 

 

Every year at the great Tucson rock & gem show, Cookie and I 
have sorted through every box of tektites we have seen.  Always.  
All of them.  It used to be crates of them.  We spent whole days 
helping dealers unwrap their specimens for the show.  And we 
always, one by one, set aside the very best and most interesting 
pieces.  We would bring all the money we thought we would need 

for the show and be standing in line when the bank opened on the next business day to get 
more cash.  It was not unusual for us to spend over $10,000 buying Indochinese tektites.  This 
year (2017), we spent $25.  Our standards have not changed. We continue to buy every quality 
piece we see.   We bought five stones. There were no more that met our standards to buy.  Let  
that sobering thought settle deeply---take your time, reflect, do the sums. But that is another 
story.  This is about one of the five keepers from Tucson 2017. 

Something really amazing happened about 780,000 years ago.  A string of cometary fragments 
slammed into the earth’s atmosphere, exploding into great aerial burst mushroom fireballs that 
vacuumed their substrate clean, even plucking stones from the face of the naked rock!  Plasma-
hot blobs of molten glass went spinning and oscillating in the boiling, turbulent cloud, into an 
inferno that made the sun seem cool by comparison!  Earth materials were drawn into the 

http://www.tektitesource.com/


heart of the furnace updraft where everything, whether rock or dust, was either burned or 
vaporized or melted into glass.   In the due course of time it spat the products out. Yellow-white 
turned to neon-orange and so on, until there was a world of white ash speckled with 
aerodynamically-shaped black blobs of glass scattered on the ground.  Dunes of fine 
particulates welded into Muong Nong layered tektites. 

 The subject of this month’s column, a trough-shaped piece weighing 60 grams, fell from the 
towering mushroom cloud. This was once part of a very large bubble that popped. When I 
symmetrically honor and project the curvatures of this fragment, I get a very large oval bar, 
about 5 X 3.5 X 2.5 inches ( 12 X 9 X 6 cm).   At some point, after the primary bubble had taken 
form and the external surface was deeply ornamented in typical tektite fashion, the gases 
inside began to expand.   A blister developed on the surface.  It stretched thin, into a filigreed 
film of lacework, then ruptured and a flap of the torn lace collapsed onto the shiny interior of 
the bubble where it welded firm.  

This is a dangerous topic, as it requires that I talk about tektite bubbles (for which I have only 
feeble explanations). It is commonly reported that the large bubbles sometimes found in 
tektites show pressures (actually partial vacuums) corresponding to very high closing elevations 
(tens of kilometers, but precise calculations are hampered due to possible reactions of bubble 
gases with the glass of the bubble walls and/or inward diffusion of atmospheric gases).  In 
simple ballistic flight within the cold world of extreme elevations, thin and tiny films and 
threads of molten glass would cool to brittle temperatures in a fraction of a second.  

But this specimen stretched into gossamer threads which then collapsed onto the surface 
where they welded into the interior of the earlier bubble as if both were at molten 
temperatures.  The testimony of this specimen speaks of primary bubble formation (closure) at 
a high elevation and, as will be developed below, further transport to even higher elevations, all 
while remaining in a thermal environment above the melting temperature of the tektite glass.  I 
interpret this to be consistent with a hot, turbulent fireball/mushroom cloud. 

 The sketch following imagines the instant of skin rupture.    
While this is a schematic cartoon, it does portray an odd 
feature of the subject stone.  The slightest directional vector 
to the stretching will draw bubbles into alignment with the 
elongation vector and the edges then tend to part with 
stringy cords rather than cellular openings. The relatively 
equidimensional cell structure shown by this stone rules out 
a directional splitting of the primary bubble.  These fenestrae 
require a uniform omnidirectional tension, like the skin of a 



distending balloon.  The gases trapped within the bubble were expanding, inflating the still 
molten glass bubble. Why? 

 

My guess is that, once formed as a primary 
bubble, this specimen was entrained in a 
turbulent fireball billowing toward the edge of 
space.  The overall environment within the 
mushroom cloud was well above the melting 
point of the glass, so as the atmospheric 
pressure decreased with increasing elevation, 
the ball expanded with little resistance and 
ultimately popped. A stretched flap consisting of 

a delicate cellular lacework of molten glass threads collapsed onto the interior of the primary 
bubble and welded deeply into the surface.  The entire primary form then apparently 
fragmented into many parts. I suspect this was a consequence of the imbalance, instability and 
loss of structural integrity of the stone after popping. 

There were many millions or billions of glass blobs spinning and oscillating in the fiery furnace 
of naked plasma.  Every one had its story, but I find this one special.  It offers titillating clues as 
to the internal structure and processes of an aerial burst fireball of astronomic proportions. 
That’s pretty cool (or more accurately, hot!).  

 

I found this in a small box of scrappy Chinese tektites.  
The seller, sad that I was only wanting two pieces, 
charged me two dollars for the stone.  She would not 
have known that she could’ve asked $200 and I 
would’ve thought it a good deal! 

 

Deep enough! 
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From Weston To Creston Book Review
James Tobin

Ordering Details: To order please email Frank Cressy

I have done other book reviews over the years. Many times the books are interesting but not something
that I am likely to look at again. That is not the case with the recently released book by Frank Cressy
entitled “From Weston To Creston.” After what Frank says is a ten-year effort he has produced a wonderful
study of all the witnessed meteorite falls of the United States from 1807 to 2016.

Historical research is both a frustrating and rewarding process at the same time. One can search through
documents for hours just to gain a single bit of data. Or one can discover just the right document to answer
all your questions. Sometimes research can send you off on a circular journey that may take hours to
complete through dozens of more documents. You may end that journey learning little additional about your
topic but having acquired a vast new knowledge of something else. Frank has taken up the challenge to
research nearly 170 witnessed meteorite falls some going back over 200 years. He has compiled the work
of many writers from the past that most of the readers of his book would never have access to reading. In
the introduction of the book, Mr. Cressy describes the methods and sources used to gather all the data. For
myself, it was like old home week reading what he went through. He credits the internet for making the book
possible, for those of us in the future that will seek information about meteorite falls in the United States his
book will now be one of the first sources we reach for even before going to the internet.

The depth of the stories is amazing and is enriched by the photographs and maps accompanying nearly
every meteorite event. A great many individuals who participated in the hunt for and recovery of meteorites
have their stories told as well. Over two centuries the methods used to find meteorites have changed

http://www.meteorite-times.com
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dramatically. It was once based on eyewitness accounts collected over weeks by traveling countless miles
around where the fireball was seen. Now Doppler Radar data can narrow the search to a small plot of land
almost immediately. The methods and techniques, past and present are among the topics presented in the
book.

But this is a book about meteorites, and all the important facts are included about each fall. The type of
meteorite, the known weight recovered, the date of the fall, and the number of stones found is always given.
When possible maps of the strewnfield are included. It is certainly conceivable that readers near the
locations may find themselves encouraged to hunt for additional pieces after reading this book. Finding
more pieces may be impossible for some but for other falls it has been done over the years already without
the great information in this book to assist the hunter. I know that I would be using this book of I lived near
some of these historic meteorite fall locations.

With just a few exceptions there is a photograph of the meteorite or a slice from the meteorite. The few that
have no photograph are cases where the recovered stone has become lost. The effort to obtain images of
such a large number of falls is not lost on this reviewer. Many of these meteorites are not ever seen for
sale and to obtain photographs of them required asking private owners or curators of collections, and going
to museums and taking images.

If history is interesting to you. Then you will love this book and the stories it preserves. If you love
meteorites, you will enjoy this book and the thrill of the hunt it shares. “From Weston To Creston” is a must
have for anyone interested in meteorite history.

–

Ordering Details: To order please email Frank Cressy
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SPACE ROCKS MAGAZINE
Paul Harris

After much thought I have decided to publish a new quarterly magazine about hunting, collecting, and the
science of rocks from outer space. I will not be accepting yearly subscription payments, only payments as
each individual issue is published and ready to mail out to the subscribers.

If you have any questions please send me a private message or contact me using the email listed below.
Your support is what will make this magazine a success for us all in the meteorite community.

Regards,

Michael Johnson
Editor-in-Chief, Space Rocks Magazine

February 2017 issue of SPACE ROCKS MAGAZINE
Click Magazine To Purchase

Please submit your article with photos to: spacerocksmagazine@gmail.com

http://www.meteorite-times.com
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Apache Junction Meteorite
Paul Harris

Our Meteorite of the Month is kindly provided by Tucson Meteorites who hosts
The Meteorite Picture of the Day.

Contributed by Bob Holmes

Apache Junction Meteorite

102.7 grams full slice with a natural hole.  AJ is a medium octahedrite, IIIAB. The 25kg mass was purchased
by Carleton Moore.
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Once a few decades ago this opening 

was a framed window in the wall 

of H. H. Nininger's Home and 

Museum building. From this 

window he must have many times 

pondered the mysteries of 

Meteor Crater seen in the distance. 
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